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: http://apmi.bsu.by/resources/std

2. STB 34.101.31 (belt): basic symmetric crypto
belt-block

: a 128-bit block cipher

belt-wblock
belt-cbc

: wide-block encryption (XS-circuits [Agi19])

, belt-cfb, belt-ctr: conventional encryption modes

belt-dwp

: authenticated encryption (EHE [Agi18])

belt-mac

: message authentication (OMAC-style)

belt-hash
belt-fmt

: 256-bit hashing (3 invocations of belt-block per step)

: format-preserving encryption

belt-bde

, belt-sde: disk encryption (block-wise & sector-wise)

belt-keywrap

, belt-keyrep: key management

3. STB 34.101.31: belt-block
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designed in 2001
published in 2002 [AGMK02]
standardized in 2007
keylen ∈ {128, 192, 256}
the ARXS architecture (, ⊕, ≪, 𝑆 -box)
8-bit exponential 𝑆 -box [AgiAfo05]
8 rounds (Feistel + Lai-Massey)
competitive in performance with AES-256
(provided that HW acceleration)
∙ strong security margin
. . . even against related-key attacks [ATY18]
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4. STB 34.101.45 (bign): basic asymmetric crypto

platform: ECC (Elliptic-Curve Crypto)
security levels: 𝑙 ∈ {128, 192, 256}
bign-curve{2𝑙}v1: standard elliptic curves
∙ arguments that the curves don’t contain trapdoors (rigidity)
bign-sign: digital signature algorithms (Schnorr-style)
∙ siglen = 3𝑙 (shorter than 4𝑙 in ECDSA, GOST, EdDSA, etc.)
∙ preliminary hashing (to match existing crypto APIs)
∙ deterministic mode (no need for randomness during sig creation)
bign-keytransport: public-key encryption of session keys
∙ tight integration with belt-keywrap
∙ the IND-CCA security guarantees
∙ a keypair can be used for both encryption and signature
(widely applied in BelPKI)
bign-ibs: identity-based signature (Galindo-Garcia-style)

5. STB 34.101.77 (bash): sponge-based hashing

: a cryptographic sponge-function {0, 1}1536 → {0, 1}1536
∙ the LRX architecture (⊕, ∧, ∨, ¬, ≪, )
∙ carefully chosen basic components [AMMS17]
∙ strong security margin (good lower bounds
on probabilites of linear/differential trails [AMY19])

bash-f

: 2𝑙-bit hashing (𝑙 ∈ {16, 32, . . . , 256})
∙ based on bash-f
∙ moderately fast on x86
∙ very fast on x64/SSE/AVX2/AVX512/FPGA

bash-hash

6. Work in progress / future plans
post-quantum crypto

lattice-based public-key encryption algorithms
(NTTRU-AE = NTT + NTRU + AE)
∙ lattice-based digital signature algorithms
∙ joint usage of encryption / signature keypairs
∙

multi-user [decentralized] crypto
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advanced signatures (threshold, ring, multi,. . . )
zero-knowledge proofs (SNARK, STARK, Bulletproofs,. . . )
messaging layer security (end-to-end encryption,. . . )
secure multiparty computations (e-voting,. . . )

lightweight crypto

universal sponge-automata
(encryption, MAC, hash, PRNG, tree hash, etc.)
∙ fast implementations
∙

cryptographic software

∙
∙

constant-time crypto cores ( : github.com/agievich/bee2)
embedding into frameworks (Bee2evp, Bee2j: github.com/bcrypto)

